Apollo’s Fire announces...

**INTERNSHIPS**
Through the MOSAIC Project

**GRAMMY-winning baroque orchestra APOLLO’S FIRE** is accepting applications for **MUSIC OUTREACH INTERNSHIPS** for college and conservatory students.

The MOSAIC project offers training, performance, and mentoring for talented young musicians of color. Launched in January 2020, the program seeks to nurture a new generation of baroque musicians of color, helping to build a more diverse pool of baroque musicians within 5-10 years.

---

**Why “Mosaic?”**
A mosaic picture consists of small, varied, colored pieces assembled in a design. Just as a baroque composition consists of small thematic gestures linked together in harmony. In mosaics and in early music, the diverse, multicolored bits work harmoniously together to create the beauty of the whole.

---

**Music Outreach Internships** are paid internships for music students who perform in AF’s in-school workshops, Family Concerts, and in pre-show or intermission performances at AF’s subscription concerts. The internship is normally for 6 months, but can be renewed. The most outstanding musicians who complete the internship program may then be considered for AF’s Artist Fellowship program, which is the next level in the MOSAIC pipeline.

**Who is eligible?** College or conservatory students who are majoring in music performance, music education, or music therapy. You can apply as an individual, a trio, or quartet.

**To apply:** Please send resumé, cover letter, and performance video links to auditions@apollosfire.org. Finalists will be invited for an interview and live audition.

More information: [https://apollosfire.org/mosaic/](https://apollosfire.org/mosaic/)